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Nighttime Musings... from page 28

What I write here may be seen as conservative. And if it were true that library users are habit-driven, conservative, and fearful of change, it might well be the case. No such stereotype, however, accurately captures the real variety of extremely intelligent and resourceful people who make up our communities. Comparatively few users are as conservative as even we at 300-year old academic libraries like to say that they are.

But — the most traditional thing about library management is the thing that offers the antidote to any excess conservatism. That is, librarians are custodians of the past, but they think constantly about the future. For custodianship is worthless unless it anticipates future developments — opportunities as well as risks. Librarians have always bought for their collections with one eye to the present readers’ needs and a second eye to the future needs of readers who will come in place of the ones now here. It is our — librarians’ — job to make sure we find a sustainable and responsible level of collecting that will make our collection valuable twenty or fifty years from today. There is no science to implementing that sense of responsibility; it is an art we have long ago mastered.

In a world of transition from all-analog to a blend of analog and digital materials, it is exactly that same conservative sense of responsibility that will keep librarians most alert to creating collections of future as well as present value. The art of building collections that serve the present and the future: that is the art we need to transfer, apply, reinvigorate, and cherish. If serving our present and future readers is the most difficult thing about dealing with digital resources, it is also the one that our traditional library skills leave us feeling most qualified to handle.

And there in my two a.m. reverie is where I can finally fall asleep.

ATG Special Report: Part II — Libraries In The Cyberage
by Mark Y. Herring (Dean of Library Services, Dacus Library, Winthrop University) 
<herringm@winthrop.edu>

The forums covered here include the conclusion of Clancy’s article favoring library filters. Essentially, Clancy’s argument is that the disadvantages of filtering are far fewer than those of not filtering. Clancy claims, first of all, that filtering does not impinge upon the First Amendment because it has never protected obscenity and/or pornography. Secondly, she argues that the dangers of unfiltered Internet access pose such grave risks to others that the unfiltered choice is unconscionable.

Libraries In The Cyberage — Filtering, Censorship and the First Amendment: Libraries at the Crossroads
by Carol A. Clancy, Esq. (Senior Counsel, National Law Center for Children and Families)  http://www.NationalLawCenter.org

Filtering Adult Internet Access Closes Library Door to Sexual Exploitation.
In New York v. Ferber, the United States Supreme Court stated that:
[The] distribution network for child pornography must be closed if the production of material which requires the sexual exploitation of children is to be effectively controlled.

Today, the Internet constitutes a major part of the “distribution network” for child pornography. The Library should use filtering technology to close access by adults to all Internet based child pornography distribution networks.

After a rash of incidents involving individuals using public libraries to download child pornography, the pedophile-monitoring group “PedoWatch.org” made allegations that “on-line pedophiles” were telling each other to use public libraries to download child pornography. PedoWatch director Julie Posey stated:

Basically what happens out there is that pedophiles on the Internet “network” together. It is much like just about any other interest that a person may have. There are mailing lists, message boards, chat rooms and multitudes of other resources that they use. When a particular pedophile finds that the Library is a safe secure place to view and download pornography, he shares this information with others with his same interests that he comes in contact with. Some libraries won’t allow downloading so that information is passed on too. Remember that before there can be child pornography in the first place, there has to be a perpetrator and a victim. I have seen cases where pedophiles on the Internet use the Library to talk with children and eventually lure them to have a face-to-face meeting. These children are then molested, photos taken and further exploited when he sends the child’s pictures to mass off on the Internet.

The development of computer technology has made the instant, electronic transfer of child pornography in many cases virtually undetectable by present law enforcement techniques, and made it invisible to Library management and staff. Today the entire contents of an illegal adult bookstore can be stored in and transmitted through computer networks. The technical expertise and resources of Internet-based criminals currently far surpass that of federal and state law enforcement, and that of any Public Library. Internet filters use to screen and block adult access to described materials, can help close the doors of the Public Library to the distribution network for child pornography, and can help deter the creation of “secondary effects” related to the regular and continuous dissemination of sexually explicit pornographic materials. In order for the law to be effective, law enforcement agencies need the support of all public entities — including the Public Library.

Internet Filter Use Advances Important Library Goals.
The “effectiveness” of filter technology has vastly improved since the United States Supreme Court first discussed and indicated support for “user-based software technology” in rendering the Reno v. ACLU decision. The implementation of user-based Internet filtering technology directly and materially advances:

(1) the goal of preventing minors from
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gaining access to pornographic materials that are harmful to minors;

(2) the goal of preventing adults from accessing and disseminating illegal pornography, such as obscenity or child pornography;

(3) the goal of preventing the creation or maintenance of a sexually hostile work environment in the Public Library, and preventing discriminatory conduct;

(4) the goal of preventing Public Libraries from becoming places that attract a variety of negative “secondary effects” that are commonly associated with establishments that disseminate sexually explicit pornographic materials primarily designed for an adult audience, as a substantial, continuous, regular course of conduct;

(5) the goal of aiding and supporting parents and/or the guardians of children in the discharge of their primary responsibility for their children’s well-being;

(6) the goal of maintaining discipline and order, and limiting disruptions in the study or work environment of the Library;

(7) the goal of the minimization of providing access to illegal pornography;

(8) the goal of aiding and supporting federal and state criminal and civil laws designed to deter and punish trafficking in obscenity, child pornography, stalking, and harassment by means of computer;

(9) with respect to minors, the goal of excluding material which is “persuasively vulgar” or “educationally unsuitable” for the respective recipient age group;[1]

(10) the goal of preserving the “right of the Nation and the States to maintain a decent society,” as has been discussed and explained in United States Supreme Court case law;[2]

(11) the goal of conserving, properly allocating, and expediting management of limited library resources (including minimizing burdens on both staff and equipment); and

(12) the goal of effectuating and supporting Library Internet Use Policies that prohibit the use of Library property to access pornography.

Library Internet Filter Use is Expanding

A thorough discussion of the propriety of Internet filter use is especially appropriate, in light of the fact that the number of Libraries offering public Internet access, as well as those implementing some type of Internet filter use, is rapidly expanding. A new study[3] by the U.S. National Commission on Libraries and Information Science shows a dramatic increase in the number of Public Libraries using Internet filters. In 1998, just 1,679 public libraries offering public Internet access filtered some or all Internet access.[4] In 2000, that number more than doubled to 3,711,[5] representing an increase of 121%. One in four Public Libraries offering public Internet access now use filters.

Overall, 24.6% of Public Libraries offering public Internet access use filters on some or all terminals.[6] This percentage represents an increase from 14.6% in 1998.[7] The fact that the number of Libraries filtering has more than doubled, while the overall percentage of Libraries filtering has not doubled is explained by the fact that the total population of Libraries offering public Internet access has increased from 11,519 in 1998[8] to 15,128 in 2000.[9]

The most dramatic gains came in Libraries filtering some Internet access, which increased from 801 or 7.0% in 1998[10] to 2,625 or 15.0% in 2000.[11] Data from this study indicate that there has been a 65% increase in Public Libraries filtering all public Internet access since 1998. The number of Libraries that filter all access has climbed from 878 or 7.6% in 1998[12] to 1,446 or 9.6%[13] Nearly 1,500 libraries (one out of every ten) filter all access today.

Issues Involved in Library Filter Debate

The Internet provides access to an enormous collection of data files. Some of the content of these data files is extremely useful, but some of it may be confusing, false, misleading, or illegal. There are foreseeable dangers associated with offering unfiltered Internet access in a Public Library setting that filtering software can help avert, so that Public Library facilities are preserved as an important educational resource to all members of the community.

Although federal law and many state laws specifically authorize Public Libraries to use Internet filters, a heated debate continues to rage over whether, and under what circumstances, Public Libraries that provide public Internet access may legally use filtering technology to block or screen access to certain types of materials that might be deemed objectionable for Library usage. This article examines in more detail some of the prominent issues involved, under the following sections:

1. What constitutes filtering?
2. Are filters reliable?
3. Is filtering of pornographic content within First Amendment boundaries?
4. If libraries do not filter out pornographic sites, are they subject to pornographic distribution laws?
5. Do parents have a right to expect libraries to exercise modest in loco parentis restraints with respect to the Internet?
6. What role should parents play in the restriction of their children’s reading materials?
7. What impact does filtering have on the library’s ability to serve the public?

§ 1. What constitutes filtering?

Today, many public libraries provide access to the Internet as a service to their patrons. The Internet can be viewed as one vast network of computers, linked together to share information or resources, although it has been suggested that it is probably more useful to conceptualize it as merely a huge number of smaller computer networks connected in an arbitrary and self-organizing manner.[4]

Many of the software applications that are needed to help Library patrons both efficiently utilize the Internet and protect Library property use some type of “filter.” For example, filtering technology is employed by the search engines routinely used by all Internet users and Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to “find information about content.” Filtering technology is also used by software designed to “block access” to objectionable content. The major difference between the two types of software products revolves around what each program does with the information about content, once identified. One product is designed to “grant” access, while the other is designed to specifically “deny” access.

Whether used for the purpose of granting or denying access to data files, present generation filtering technology is fairly robust. It has vastly improved since the mid-1990’s—the era of the Reno v. ACLU[8] case, in which the Reno plaintiffs (including the American Library Association and the American Civil Liberties Union) forcefully argued that user-based software filtering technology was “effective” when used by parents to protect their children from Internet dangers. Today, as a technological tool Internet Filters remain an effective protective measure that can legally be used to identify pornographic content on Websites, usenet newsgroups, and elsewhere on the Internet, as well as to block Library access to data files containing such content.

§ 1.1. Filters Described

A “Filter” is a program (or part of a program) that “examines a message for specified criteria and processes it accordingly.” Filtering is used extensively by Blocking Software programs (sometimes referred to as “filtering software”). These devices prevent access to parts of the Internet that have been characterized as objectionable, based upon specified criteria. Internet filters have a wide range of uses. They can be designed to block specific Internet addresses, known as a “URLs” (uniform resource locators),[9] and can stop individuals from accessing particular Websites, newsgroups, mailing lists and chat lines, and can prevent the transmission of names, addresses, or offensive words.[9] Software can also be designed to block only the display of images, so that text is always available and no Website is ever completely blocked.[9] Some Browsers (the software for
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viewing Web pages) contain facilities for controlling access to Websites that meet set criteria.

Most Internet filters incorporate one or more of the following basic techniques:

1. Blacklists: Filters based on blacklists block access to a specific list of “inappropriate” sites, as compiled by individuals who evaluate them based on a specific standard, leaving access open to everything else.

2. Whitelists (also known as “go lists” or “greenspaces”?): Filters based on whitelists permit access only to a selected list of “appropriate” sites, blocking entry to all else.

3. Word-rule blocking: Filters based on a “word-rule” block sites that fit some rule (such as “block all sites that display the letter combinations “sex,” “breast,” or “xxx”) leaving all other sites unblocked. The Word-rule filters may also sort a site based on the site’s self-ratings according to the industry’s “PICS” standard or based on fuzzy logic.

(a) The PICS standard (Platform for Internet Content Selection) is a method for rating the content of Websites. Originally designed to give parents, schools, and companies control over accessing content on the Internet (such as “pornography”), PICS can be used to rate a range of content. While the primary responsibility for rating sites rests with owners, it is possible for third parties to rate sites. In order to use PICS, it is necessary to install special software on the user’s computer, which then must be configured to “check the list” before allowing access to any of the listed sites. Many software companies have built support for PICS into their browsers and blocking software products. This would enable parents or network administrators to rate content on several different levels and allow access accordingly. Another similar method for rating the content of Websites is RSAC (Recreational Software Advisory Council), which was originally created to rate computer games, and was meant to help parents shield children from excessive violence, obscene language and other “adult” content. Both PICS and RSAC have been subjected to the following criticisms:

Despite their elegant design and relative ease of implementation, almost nobody uses them. Site owners have not shown the hoped-for public spiritedness, and the Web is just too big for third parties to rate it reliably. PICS will probably not go away, but its proponents may have to look for more dependable means of governing access to undesirable material.

(b) “Fuzzy Logic” is a method that relies on “artificial intelligence” to categorize objectionable material:

The computer looks at phrases, not just words, and uses an algorithm to assess the language in context. It also scans pictures and assesses the colors and tones of the pixels. Algorithms for such video searches are not yet mature, but an active and robust discipline of “video content analysis” or “object-based video coding” seeks to provide tools for this kind of query.

4. Image detection and analysis technology: Filters based on image detection and analysis technology rely on the use of artificial intelligence software (similar to that developed by NASA in the 1980s). Filters using this approach are designed to detect and intercept actual images (such as JPEG and GIF files), and then evaluate them for objectionable content. Unlike other filtering products that surf the texts of HTML looking for pornographic words, the browser of this software embarks on an instantaneous search, inspecting the actual images (JPEG and GIF files), and then checks them to see if they are pornographic in content. The software is programmed to hunt for “tones of flesh and curves.” One of the creators of filters employing this technique suggested that this type of approach could eventually result in the use of an algorithm that can be used to create a “plug-in” for Netscape or Explorer, and thereby make it possible to eliminate full-frontal nudity viewed in inappropriate places, such as the office workspace.

These basic filtering methods can be used separately or in combination. For example, in order to avoid “overblocking,” software can be designed to block out sites according to one method, and can also provide an automatic override that unblocks any site that are on a specific whitelist.

§ 1.2. Technical Overview of Filters by COPA Commission.

When Congress enacted The Child Online Protection Act, it created a Congressionally appointed panel (The COPA Commission) to study and “identify technological or other methods that will help reduce access by minors to material that is harmful to minors on the Internet.” On July 20-21, 2000, the COPA Commission held public hearings on the topic: “Filtering, Labeling and Rating,” at Richmond, Virginia. Speakers provided a technical overview of filtering technologies, and described the use of various methods based upon the location of the blocking filter (e.g., either “client side” or “server side”) and offered comments on their effectiveness.

Dr. Lorrie Faith Cranor, Senior Technical Staff Member in the Secure Systems Research Department at AT&T Labs-Research Shannon Laboratory in Florham Park, New Jersey, provided an overview of available technologies that promote safe and appropriate online experiences for children. According to her study of these devices (which appear to have included, but were not necessarily limited to filters), all generally provide mechanisms for:

1. Identifying or describing content of a particular type;
2. Taking an action based on the type of content.

She stated that classification of content can be done by a variety of different parties, such as:

1. Third-party experts;
2. Automated tools (which can be used to classify content, or used only to assist human classifiers in finding “suspect sites”);
3. Local Administrators (who may personally decide what content should be accessible). Some tools allow the person who configures the software to provide their own lists of “acceptable/unacceptable” content by URL or by providing a list of key words or phrases to be searched for automatically;
4. Content providers (who may rate or label themselves);
5. Surveys or votes (this technique has seen limited use for rating online content).

Dr. Cranor testified that various classification schemes maybe designed to identify content, based upon such factors as:

1. Age suitability;
2. Specific characteristics or elements of content, such as the language in which it is written, or whether it contains nudity or violence;
3. The entity that created the content (e.g., government or non-government sources).

Dr. Cranor stated that because Internet content is provided through a variety of protocols, including HTTP (Websites), FTP, gopher, chat, Telnet, instant messaging, and email, there are a variety of products on the market. Some products and services focus on one protocol, or a small number of those protocols, while others provide more comprehensive solutions. Some monitor only incoming communications, which others monitor both incoming and outgoing communications.

In studying filter tools, Dr. Cranor stated that filter tools can perform a range of action, based on content labels or characteristics of online content. For example, these tools can be designed to:

1. Suggest (recommend appropriate content);
2. Search (select content that is appropriate, and matches a query);
3. Inform (provide information about the content);
4. Monitor (record for later inspection a list of the content accessed or attempted to be accessed by a user);

Dr. Cranor continued on page 38.
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(5) Warn (provide information about content and recommend against accessing that content before it is displayed); and
(6) Block (prevent viewer from accessing content). 108

**Dr. Cranor** testified:
Tools for selecting content can be implemented in a variety of ways, through a number of different technical mechanisms and with a wide variety of user interfaces. Some of the important differentiators between tools include where the tool is located, how it can be updated, and how customizable it is. 109

She stated that the mechanisms for implementing content selection might be located in a variety of places in a computer system, such as:

1. The user’s personal computer;
2. LAN or local proxy server (for networked PCs). She observed that centralized configuration is easier for system administrators, and harder for individuals to tamper with;
3. Internet Service Provider (some ISPs offer filtered Internet access, or may restrict or limit access to chat rooms, newsgroups, or other types of services);
4. Remote proxy server (subscribers configure their browser software to pass all requests through the proxy server, which can filter technical mechanisms as part of its service);
5. Search engines (some return only pointers to content that has been designated as “appropriate”);
6. Web site (some sites self-label certain content as “appropriate for children”). 110

**Dr. Cranor** explained that as new content appears, it must be continually classified so that tools that make use of classification information can say “up to date” (noting, however, that there are tools that classify content “on-the-fly” for which this is not an issue). Some products and services are continuously updated, and include mechanisms for users to automatically update material, while others require users to manually download updates. 111

§ 2. Are filters reliable?
It is a statistical fact that all software contains “bugs” *i.e.,* hidden defects. Therefore, “reliability” of software can never be measured by evaluating the technology against a “zero-tolerance for mistakes” standard. Unintended results are an unfortunate, but accepted part of the nature of software.

The question of software reliability therefore becomes a comparison of “correct responses” versus “incorrect responses.” The testing of software must include a statistically large enough test sample *i.e.,* computers can easily test sites numbering thousands or hundreds of thousands) and be conducted under normal operational conditions, before any assessment can be considered an accurate appraisal of “reliability.” With respect to the testing of Library filters for “reliability,” actual logs of library access should be obtained, 112 and then filtered by the test software under normal operational conditions for a Library. This would remove the personal bias that has been exhibited in many so-called “tests” of filter reliability. The most recent example of an inadequately designed “test” appeared in the widely-publicized March 2001 Consumer Reports. This study has been subjected to legitimate criticism:

What a terrifying superficial report on computer filters (CR, March 2001). Leaving aside some pretty shaky methodology (like a non-random sample of 86 sites used to test a population of maybe 40 million “inappropriate” pages - 2% of the Web by your own estimate), you extended your opinions to products you did not test. Your sidebar on current legislation drew no distinction between the institutional-grade filters used in schools and libraries and the household (non-server-based) products that you reviewed. 113

A review of the language contained in two recent United States Supreme Court cases indicate that user-based Internet Filters must be regarded as legally “reliable,” given the guidance provided by Reno v ALCU. 14 and United States v Playboy Entertainment Group, Inc. 15 These cases indicate that the United States Supreme Court accepted, at least in part, the arguments of the Reno plaintiffs that user-based software filtering technology was a viable and “effective” alternative that protected children from exposure to non-obscene pornographic materials that could be harmful to them.

Moreover, with the passage of 47 U.S.C. § 230(c)(2)(A), Congress has made the legal determination that in controlling and managing access to the Internet, the good faith use of filters is to be regarded as sufficiently “reliable for use,” and is controlling with respect to whether filters can legally be used by Public Libraries in providing interactive computer services.

Internet filters are reliable and legally “effective,” even if under the current “State of the Art” and using the “Best Available Technology.” Filtering software may not be “perfect,” and even though various products chosen in good faith, may either “over” or “under” block. A range of malfunction is to be expected with any software product, which can be based upon oversight in software development or implementation.

Even where Internet filter use may occasionally result in unintended outcomes, this does not mean that from a legal standpoint filters cannot be relied upon or used by Public Libraries. As to the “actual effectiveness” of user-based filtering software to protect children, see the arguments made by the Reno Plaintiffs to the United States Supreme Court, portraying such filter technology as a legally “effective” tool that can help shield children from exposure to sexually explicit pornography. 116

§ 2.1. Reno v. ALCU (1997): User Based Filters Are Effective
Reno v ALCU 117 was the first Supreme Court case to discuss the nature and contours of “cyberspace.” It was also the first time the Court addressed the legal potential for user-based screening technologies, as well as their legal “effectiveness.”

Prior to **Reno**, it was not clear whether the Internet should be regulated as a “Broadcast medium” (such as radio or television) or a “Print medium” (such as a book or movie). 118 **Reno** involved a challenge to several provisions of the 1996 Communications Decency Act (CDA), which had banned the Internet transmission and display to minors of “indecent” or “obscene” material, using language that had been held constitutionally permissible for regulating a “Broadcast medium.” The Court focused on this factor, expressing concern that the CDA had not used a “Print medium” approach.

The **Reno** Plaintiffs challenged the CDA provisions, asserting that they violated the First and Fifth Amendment by being overly broad and vague in their definition of “indecent” Internet communication (the transmission and display of which was made subject to the statute’s criminal penalties). Presented with a question of first impression, the **Reno** Court held that the Internet must be governed by “Print medium” standards. The Court therefore struck the challenged provisions of the CDA, holding them to be overbroad when applied to the Internet in a “Print context.”

To bolster their argument that the CDA provisions should be struck, the **Reno** Plaintiffs made an unusual argument regarding the “effectiveness” of user-based Internet filters. Plaintiffs urged that user-based screening technology designed to filter pornographic content on the Internet was currently in existence and legally constituted a “less restrictive, equally as effective” solution to the problem of protecting children from exposure to Internet pornography. In invalidating the challenged CDA provisions, the **Reno** Court relied in part on these representations of Plaintiff’s relating to the “effectiveness” of user-based filters.

With respect to the effectiveness of user-based Internet filters, the Government had taken the opposite position in **Reno**, and had asserted that:

1. because of the proliferation of Internet pornography and the difficulty of “keeping up” with the addition of new sites, the state of Internet filters as of 1996-1997 had not sufficiently advanced to be capable of addressing the magnitude of the problem, and therefore “user-based” filtering software was an “ineffective” tool for protecting children from Internet pornography. In
order to protect children from exposure to harmful pornographic materials, the
criminal provisions of the CDA, regulating sexually explicit content, presented the only “effective” solution; and
(2) the District Court below had reached this same conclusion.

The Reno Plaintiffs forcefully disagreed (both in their written Briefs and at Oral Argument) with the position of the Government on both points, and urged that:

(1) user-based screening technology designed to filter pornographic content was already available and was legally “effective” and

(2) the District Court below had reached this same conclusion, when it had summarized that there was a broad range of technologies and software programs that were effective and that they would soon be more widely available.

In Reno Plaintiffs told the United States Supreme Court that at least 30% of all indecent content posted on Websites originated from abroad. The Reno Plaintiffs asserted that because of the substantial presence of foreign pornography, as a practical matter it would be difficult, if not impossible, to effectively use the American criminal process to contain the dissemination of this type of harmful foreign Website material. They argued that criminal penalties for the dissemination of non-obscene indecent materials had to be regarded as completely ineffective in protecting children, and they affirmatively advocated that user-based filtering technology was a presently available, legally acceptable alternative, and was a more “effective” method of vindicating the compelling interest Government had in completely protecting children from exposure to such harmful material. The Reno Plaintiffs argued that (at least when it came to protecting children) any limitations in the technology (with respect to unintended malfunctions or oversights, that resulted in blocking or underblocking) was “not a First Amendment issue,” but was “a parental judgment issue.”

Since the Reno case, the market in illegal pornography has expanded.

As was observed by the Reno Plaintiffs, American Library Association, et al., in their United States Supreme Court Brief, in support of user-based Internet filters:

It is no answer to say that the CDA would initially reduce, perhaps by half, the volume of sexually oriented material available over the Internet by suppressing all domestic speakers. Because of the nature of Internet searching, such a reduction would have no effect on the ability of children — acting without supervision and using computers with no screening or blocking — to access sexually oriented images. It would be the equivalent of allowing children to browse in “adult” bookstores after half the adult books and/or videos had been removed. Such a law would not “directly and materially” advance the goal of preventing minors from gaining access to indecent materials, See, e.g., Church of Lukumi Babalu-Aye v. City of Hialeah, 508 U.S. 520, 113 S. Ct. 2217, 2234 (1993) (“it is established in our strict scrutiny jurisprudence that a law cannot be regarded as protecting an interest of the highest order...”);... and (Scalia, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment); Florida Star v. B.J.F., 491 U.S. at 540-41 (holding that law prohibiting disclosure of rape victims’s name in any “instrument of mass communication” but not by other means did not directly and substantially further the law’s stated purpose); Smith v. Daily Mail Publishing Co., 443 U.S. 97, 104-05 (1979) (invalidating a law that barred newspapers, but not other media, from publishing names of juvenile offenders). [FN45][FN45. See also Denver Area, 116 S. Ct. at 2416 (“Partial service of a compelling interest is not narrow tailoring.”) [Kennedy, J., joined by Ginsburg, J.] Had Congress inquired into how the Internet works, it would have learned that it is impossible to prevent minors from gaining access to a substantial volume of “indecent” material by regulating speakers. The solution to that problem must focus on the only place where effective measures can be taken—at the recipient end. [FN46][FN46. See Cannon, supra, at 83 (“Government regulation can do nothing to stop [offshore offensive material]. Software can effectively block sites regardless of location.”).]

The Reno Court ultimately was persuaded in part by Plaintiffs’ arguments concerning user-based software filters, when it consequently struck the challenged CDA provisions as overbroad. In its opinion, the Reno Court identified the following as a controlling “Finding of Fact” issued by the District Court, as to which there was no dispute:

[T]he evidence indicates that “a reasonably effective method by which parents can prevent their children from accessing sexually explicit and other material which parents may believe is inappropriate for their children will soon be widely available.”

The Reno Court repeated this conclusion, as forming a basis for its legal analysis: [T]he District Court found that “[d]espite its limitations, currently available user-based software suggests that a reasonably effective method by which parents can prevent their children from accessing sexually explicit and other material which parents may believe is inappropriate for their children will soon be widely available.”

At the same hearing, Dr. Lorrie Faith Cranor, Senior Technical Staff Member in the Secure Systems Research Department at AT&T Labs-Research Shannon Laboratory in Florham Park, New Jersey, testified before the COPA Commission Hearing on Filtering, Labeling and Rating:

I have outlined the range of tools that support parents’ ability to choose online content appropriate for their children. When I first inventoried these tools in 1997, I found only on three dozen tools that were available at that time. At last check, GetNetWise.org had found over 120 tools that are currently available. The proliferation of tools in this area has lead to increased innovation and the availability of tools to meet a wide variety of needs.

The issue of filters and “reliability” often evokes a range of responses, as observed by Gordon Ross, President and CEO, Net

...
Nanny Software International, Inc., in his testimony before the COPA Commission:

Few technologies have been given as much attention, generated such controversy and caused so much confusion. This is largely due to conflicting views about how they actually work versus how people think they work. One thing is certain — according to the Annenberg Public Policy Center, three-quarters of parents in the U.S. are concerned about what their kids are doing online and want to do something about it. There is clearly a need for filtering technology. Why is it that only one-third has chosen to use them?

Some argue that consumers don’t think filters are necessary while others argue that consumers don’t know enough about online dangers to recognize the need for filters. Still others claim that consumers are paralyzed by mixed messages. And it’s no wonder. On one hand, filters are supported as effective alternatives to Internet legislation and, on the other, they are dismissed, as ineffective tools that threaten our right to free speech — at different times these opinions have even come from the same source! Given this discrepancy, it’s understandable why filters have been slow to gain widespread adoption.

Mr. Ross emphasized that filters are becoming more effective, but operate within certain natural limitations:

Whichever option a parent chooses, the importance of parental or caregiver responsibility must not be underestimated. Using a filter doesn’t mean that parents shouldn’t continue parenting, it simply makes their lives a little easier and offers some peace-of-mind, by serving as an electronic extension of their own values system. It is crucial that parents ALWAYS pay attention to what their kids are doing online. They need to make sure that the filtering program is operational and hasn’t been bypassed by their young “technical wizard.” They also need to consider accessing a filter’s logs and a browser’s history file to see if their rules or instructions have been violated. By paying attention to their child’s behavior and going online themselves to learn what their children are doing, parents and caregivers have the means to step in when necessary.

Client-side filters are often accused of failing to be 100% effective. Those of us, who have been in the industry for several years, understand that it is impossible to please 100% of the people 100% of the time. We do, however, listen closely to our supporters and our detractors so that we can adapt our technology to address their concerns. New tools are emerging that will allow the filtering programs to do a better job of keeping up with the massive growth of Internet content, however, it is impossible to capture every site that may be considered inappropriate for children. Innovation is a constant in the technology industry and filters continue to benefit greatly from constant feedback.

Mr. Ross expressed the opinion that like most things, filters are not perfect, but they will reach their potential if built with constructive input from those who are charged with their implementation:

It is my hope that people involved in protecting children and the integrity of the Internet will seek to find a middle ground where both goals can be met through accurate product and issue analysis, sharing of constructive ideas and a willingness to look beyond individual agendas to achieve a workable solution. The alternative is more confusion for consumers and the danger that both child safety and our constitutional rights will fall through the cracks. Like most things, client-side filters are not perfect, but they will reach their potential if they are built with constructive input from people who care. Ideally, their potential will be reached when people understand that filtering tools should never replace parenting in the digital age, but rather assist it. With the proper combination of technology, education and policies, we will succeed in protecting children online and preserving the integrity and openness of the Internet.

Experts expressed continued confidence in the ability of filtering technology to reliably meet the needs of the Public Library, both now and in the future. This was forcefully stated in the concluding remarks of Kevin Fink, co-founder and Chief Technology Officer of 2NH2, an Internet filtering software company. Regarding future advances in the filtering industry, he testified before the COPA Commission:

Internet filtering has progressed significantly since its introduction in the early days of the World Wide Web. The first filtering was implemented entirely on client computers, which limited the sophistication of the filtering and the security of the solution. The next wave of products moved to a server-based approach, which offered significantly more sophisticated, and thus accurate, filtering and an extremely secure solution. By centralizing control, however, some individual control was lost.

The next wave of filtering solutions, which are just coming on the market today, will diverge into two paths, depending on the network’s requirements. Solutions geared towards ISPs, libraries, and other networks used by large numbers of individuals with specific access needs will use a hybrid approach which will offer the power and security of server-based filtering along with the customizability of client software. Solutions geared towards corporations, government agencies, schools, and other networks used by groups of users will continue to use a server-based approach, and will become more integrated into overall network architectures. They will work closely with routers, switches, firewalls, and other network hardware components. They will also become integrated with network management systems, so that network policy will be managed at a single point.

In both cases, filtering systems will continue to rely more and more heavily on hybrid approaches, leveraging the intelligence and perception of human reviewers with the speed and tirelessness of computers. These solutions will use artificial intelligence for the tasks which humans aren’t well suited to, like individually reviewing every product in an e-commerce database, and human intelligence for tasks which computers aren’t well suited to, like differentiating between pictures of the Mona Lisa and pictures of “Mona’s Mountains.” URL databases will also continue to become larger, more targeted, and more accurate. When 2NH2 began assembling their URL database in 1995, we had two categories: “naughty” and “nice,” which were used for all of our customers, whether they were kindergarten classes or 12th-grade libraries. We added additional lists to accommodate different types of users, then moved to a category-based approach where our customers could build exactly the lists they needed. We continually add categories as our customers indicate the need for additional precision, as well as adding additional customization features such as local override databases and per-user category selection.

In general, filtering systems will become easier to manage and more accurate in their implementation of network policies. They will continue to evolve to keep pace with the evolution of the content they seek to categorize and the access they seek to control. They will also extend beyond “blocking” to offer more direction and help to users who are trying to find particular pieces of content. Now and in the future, these systems will help to encourage safe, knowledgeable, confident, and productive use of the World Wide Web. 2NH2 is working hard to ensure that we remain focused on satisfying our customer’s needs, staying on the forefront of technology and service to allow them to take full advantage of all the Internet has to offer.

continued on page 44
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This testimony emphasizes the fact filters are effective, but that “effectiveness” of filtering technology must be judged as part of an evolutionary process. The good faith implementation of filtering technology is critical to its success.

§ 3. Is filtering of pornographic content within First Amendment boundaries?

Filtering of pornographic content for both adults and children can be fully consistent with First Amendment boundaries, if properly implemented. Care should be taken to create a record documenting the reasons for adopting a Filtered Internet Access Policy, a method for correcting unintentional under-blocking or over-blocking should be established, and dispute resolution procedures should be clearly identified.

Consistent with the requirements of the First Amendment, Public Libraries may block access to the following pornographic materials:

1. Obscenity. Federal law completely bans the cyberspace transmission of obscene pornographic material for all audiences (i.e., it is illegal for both children and adults, including “consenting adults”). Under the so-called “Miller” test, obscenity is pornographic material in which, taken as a whole, the following three essential elements coalesce or come together:
   a. prurient appeal (i.e., an erotic, shameful or morbid attraction to nudity, sex, or excretion);
   b. sexual conduct (patently offensive representations or depictions of actual or simulated sexual conduct, including lewd exhibition of the genitals);
   c. lack of literary, artistic, political, or scientific value.

2. Child pornography. Federal law completely bans the cyberspace transmission of child pornography for all audiences (i.e., it is illegal for both children and adults, including “consenting adults”). This type of pornographic material consists of a visual depiction of a minor (federal law defines this as “under 18 years of age”), engaged in actual or simulated sexual conduct, including a lewd or lascivious exhibition of the genitals.

3. Material Harmful to Minors. Material Harmful to Minors (HTM) is a legal “term of art” used to describe a particular type of pornography that is regarded as “obscene for minors” and “harmful” when distributed to minors. When it is knowingly disseminated to minors, this type of pornography is not protected speech, and is therefore subject to regulation in cyberspace. This term is much broader than either “obscenity” or “child pornography.” Many states have laws that ban the dissemination of materials harmful to minors.

The problem with attempting to regulate this type of material on the Internet centers around the fact that the dissemination of “material harmful to minors” to adults is not per se illegal, unless it is also “obscene” or “child pornography.” However, Courts have recognized that the interest in protecting minors from HTM is “compelling.” See the April 25, 2000 legal opinion from South Carolina Attorney General supporting Library Internet filter use to protect children, which concludes:

A public library is not an adult bookstore or pornographic peer show. The First Amendment does not prohibit public libraries from using Internet filters to protect minors from harmful, vulgar material. While the Internet is a powerful learning tool for children, it also poses substantial dangers to young people. Public libraries must therefore take steps to shield children from the salacious side of the Internet. Otherwise, they will be subject to potential liability for exposing minors to harm.

In other words, taxpayers do not have to stand idly by while their public library tax dollar are used to expose children to smut or indecent material. A parent would not expect his or her child to go to the public library and find “Hustler” next to Hemingway, or pornography alongside Pride and Prejudice. Neither should it be any different because the Internet is now a mainstay of the public library.

The Internet filter provides a constitutional means to make sure children continue going to the public library in a safe, healthy environment. The purpose of the filter, as its name indicates, is to block out harmful, vulgar material from the reach of minors. A public library can constitutionally filter filth from the eyes of children. State and local governments possess a compelling interest in protecting minors from harmful material, from vulgar material and from offensive material. The Internet filter is the least restrictive means to carry out the duty to protect minors. It is thus our opinion that the Internet filter used by public libraries is constitutional under the First Amendment.

Attempts to regulate this type of pornography on the Internet have stimulated litigation. A recent piece of federal legislation dealing with this subject, the Child Online Protection Act (COPA), makes it a criminal offense to make any communication for commercial purposes by means of the World Wide Web that is available to minors and that includes material that is “harmful to minor,” unless good faith efforts are made to prevent children from obtaining access to such material. This federal law bans commercial Websites from disseminating this type of material to minors, and requires that any commercial Website that distributes this type of material verify the “adult status” of recipients through the use of credit cards, adult access codes, adult PIN numbers, or other technologies that may be developed in the future.
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COPA takes an approach that is similar to state newsmack laws that have been upheld in the Courts. Compare, for example, California Penal Code § 313.1(c)(2), which makes it a criminal offense to knowingly display, sell, or offer to sell "harmful matter" (so-called "soft-core" pornography, even if the material is not obscene or illegal for adults), in any coin-operated vending machine that is not supervised by an adult and that is located in a public place, other than a public place from which minors are excluded. The California newsmack statute was intended to address the following problem: For years, "smut peddlers" had taken material (which they would label as, "For Sale to Adults Only") out of so-called "adult" businesses and the "adult" section of businesses open to minors, and would place it in public news racks, knowing that children would see the correct change could and did purchase the material. There is no First Amendment right to exploit children in this way.

§ 313.1(c)(2) of the California Penal Code corrected this situation, and was upheld by the federal courts. In Crawford, the publishers of the Sun magazine and others brought a legal action in federal court, challenging the constitutionality of the California news rack statute. The publishers were granted a temporary restraining order and then successfully obtained a preliminary injunction against enforcement by the U.S. District Court. However, after a trial on the merits, the U.S. District Court's final ruling held that the statute is declared to violating no provision of the Constitution either on its face or as applied to plaintiffs.

The publishers appealed to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, continuing their attack on the newsmack statute, arguing that the law was written too broadly and that it substantially interfered with the ability of adults to obtain their publications. The Ninth Circuit, by a vote of 3-0, disagreed, stating:

[T]he statute is effective in limiting the children's exposure and has a narrow focus, which still allows adults to purchase the materials from alternative sources.

According to the three-judge federal panel:

[T]he state's compelling need to protect children from these publications has been satisfied by the use of a statute which accomplishes the purpose with a precision that protects our First Amendment interests.

(4) Sexually Explicit Pornographic Visual Displays Used to Sexually Harass. Displays of sexually explicit pornographic materials are not protected by the First Amendment when used for an improper purpose, such as illegal sexual harassment (where the creation of a hostile work environment results). Sexually explicit pornography is not protected speech where it acts as "discriminatory conduct" creating a hostile work environment under either federal or state law, since there is no right to make use of even protected speech for purposes of sexual or racial harassment or discrimination.

Pornography in the workplace can constitute, or be evidence of, sexual harassment in violation of state and federal civil rights laws and create or contribute to a hostile environment in violation of Title VII's general prohibition against sexual discrimination in employment practices. Pornographic displays contribute to the creation of work environments which are "heavily charged" or "heavily polluted" with sexual abuse, which are at the core of the hostile environment theory. There is a compelling interest in cleansing the workplace of impediments to the equality of women, and in eradicating discrimination against women. See Roberts v. United States Jaycees. Banning the "reading or otherwise publicizing in the work environment materials that are in any way sexually revealing, sexually suggestive, sexually demeaning or pornographic," and "prohibiting sexual discussion in the workplace does not censor such speech everywhere and for all time." See Robinson v. Jacksonville Shipyards.

The problem with providing unfiltered access to Internet pornography is that it can forensically result in a statistical increase of inappropriate sexual conduct or sexually harassing behavior, which in turn can create a hostile environment constituting sexual harassment in violation of state and federal civil rights laws. The benefit of Internet filters is that they use in connection with offering Library interactive computer services can be regarded as a "reasonable step" taken to prevent instances of sexual harassment, where the record demands that some action be taken.

Where there is some notice of objectionable conduct, the failure to take "reasonable steps" to prevent sexual harassment from occurring may subject a Public Library to potential liability. Compare Oona, R.S. v. McCaffrey et al., in which a complaint was filed seeking to hold school officials liable for failure to prevent sexual harassment from two different sources: (1) failure to take steps to prevent inappropriate conduct by a student teacher; and (2) failure to take steps to prevent male students in the class from harassing the females, thereby creating a hostile environment for Plaintiff and her female classmates.

The court found that school officials were under a duty imposed by Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, 20 U.S.C. Section 1681 (as amended), to take reasonable steps to prevent sexual harassment of students:

We stress that the issue before us is narrow. We do not consider what steps school officials may reasonably be required to take to address harassment by fellow students, or when they are required to take them. Hence, we do not consider the extent to which such action may differ from the action reasonably expected of employers to remedy continued on page 47
harassment by fellow employees. We hold only that in this circuit the duty to take reasonable steps to remedy a known hostile environment created by a peer is clearly established. Parents have long had a right to expect school officials to do what they reasonably can to protect the children who are temporarily in their custody and to provide an appropriate learning atmosphere.

The dissent's position that there is a duty under Title IX to remedy one type of sexual discrimination but not another is contrary to controlling authority and to parents' expectations.

Defendants' conduct also violated Oona's clearly established rights under Title IX by failing to supervise Ibach. A supervisor may be found liable under § 1983 if the supervisor is "aware of a specific risk of harm to the plaintiff." Ketchum v. Alameda County, 811 F.2d 1243, 1247 (9th Cir.1987). This court has also held that, as early as 1988, "complete inaction in the face of a threat of sexual misconduct cannot be objectively reasonable conduct entitling a supervisor to qualified immunity." Buitor v. Hawaii, 39 F.3d 1021, 1029 (9th Cir.1994) (denying qualified immunity in a § 1983 action where the violation took place in 1988).

Oona has alleged that defendants here, who were all in supervisory positions to Ibach, knew or had reason to know that Ibach sexually harassed, fondled, and inappropriately touched Oona. Ibach's alleged conduct of sexually harassing a student constitutes sex discrimination, in violation of Oona's federal rights under Title IX. See Franklin, 503 U.S. at 75, 112 S.Ct. at 1037-38. Thus, after Franklin, a school official in a supervisory position cannot claim immunity for the failure to respond to complaints of harassment and discrimination.

Other circuits have reached this conclusion as well. See Claborn, 103 F.3d at 515 (holding that elements to state a supervisory hostile environment claim under Title VII equally apply under Title IX); Rosa H. v. San Elizario Indep. Sch. Dist., 106 F.3d 648, 660 (5th Cir.1997) (finding Title IX liability for supervisory school officials with actual knowledge of sexual abuse or harassment).

The allegations that defendants knew of Ibach's behavior and failed to prevent it are sufficient to show violations of clearly established Title IX rights during the 1992-93 year.125

In Mainstream Loudon v. Board of Trustees of the Loudoun County,130 the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of VA, Alexandria Division, reviewed a Library Internet Policy ostensibly designed to prevent "Internet Sexual Harassment." The Court found the Policy to be invalid on the grounds that it was "over-inclusive," and was not narrowly tailored to advance any state governmental interest. Noting that the Library may have had a legitimate interest in regulating obscenity and child pornography, the Court specifically assumed that minimizing access to illegal pornography and avoiding the creation of a sexually hostile environment were compelling government interests.

Yet because of an inadequate record, the Court found that the "Library Internet Sexual Harassment Policy" was not tailored to advance those interests.

On its face, the Loudoun Policy permitted all patrons, adult and juvenile, to access only material deemed fit for juveniles (i.e., only material deemed "not harmful to minors"), in order to avoid instances of "sexual harassment." However, the Court noted that distribution to adults of at least some of the restricted material may be protected by the First Amendment. Because any prior restraint of "protected speech" warrants a more stringent review by the Court, the implementation of the Internet Sexual Harassment Policy had to meet the "strict scrutiny" test. The trial judge held that the record was factually insufficient to prove that the government's interest in preventing "sexual harassment" had been sufficiently implicated, under a strict scrutiny standard.

To satisfy strict scrutiny, defendant must do more than demonstrate that it has a compelling interest; it must also demonstrate that the Policy is necessary to further that interest. In other words, defendant must demonstrate that in the absence of the Policy, a sexually hostile environment might exist and/or there would be a problem with individuals accessing child pornography or obscenity or minors accessing materials that are illegal as to them. Defendant "must demonstrate that the asserted harms are real, not merely conjectural, and that the regulation will in fact alleviate these harms in a direct and material way." See supra note 54.43

On the record, the defendant failed to factually demonstrate that the Policy was reasonably necessary to further compelling state interests, and that the Policy was narrowly tailored to achieve those interests. The Court stated that the Policy was not narrowly tailored, because it appeared that less restrictive means were available to further defendant's interests (i.e., reduction of sexual harassment). In order to "save" the Policy, the defendants argued that the Court should rule on the broader issue of whether a public library can or cannot filter obscene materials on its public Internet terminals and, if so, under what criteria and procedures.

The Court refused to answer this question, stating that the issue was not before the Court:

In other words, the defendant asks this court to consider a hypothetical situation that is not before us. The federal court, however, may not provide advisory opinions; we may rule only on the Policy before us. Defendant cannot save its Policy by asking the Court to decide hypothetical questions for which there is no case or controversy.

The trial enjoined implementation of the continued on page 50
Library Internet Sexual Harassment Policy. This decision was not appealed, so it remains only a trial court decision, with limited or no value as precedent. It should also be noted that a variety of commentators have criticized the trial court's analysis (particularly with respect to the discussion of whether the internet presents a "forum" issue, that would require elevated court scrutiny). It is open to debate whether the implementation of all Library Internet Use Policies must be evaluated under a strict scrutiny standard. See, for example, the April 25, 2000 legal opinion from South Carolina Attorney General[158] which supports Library Internet filter use. See, also, Center for the Community Interest, "Making Public Libraries Safe for Children: The Constitutionality of Restricting Access to Pornography on Library Internet Terminals,"[159]

The Library encountered a major problem in the Loudoun case, because it could not prove to the trial court's satisfaction that there was a link between "sexual harassment" (the governmental interest supporting its Library Internet Policy) and providing unfiltered Internet access to non-obscene sexually oriented materials:

The only evidence to which defendant can point in support of its argument that the Policy is necessary consists of a record of a single complaint arising from Internet use in another Virginia library and reports of isolated incidents in three other libraries across the country. In the Bedford County Central Public Library in Bedford County, Virginia, a patron complained that she had observed a boy viewing what she believed were pornographic pictures on the Internet. See Pl's Ex. 15 at 4-7. This incident was the only one defendant discovered within Virginia and the only one in the 16 months in which the Bedford County public library system had offered unfiltered public access to the Internet. After the incident, the library merely installed privacy screens on its Internet terminals which, according to the librarian, "work great." Id. at 4.

The only other evidence of problems arising from unfiltered Internet access is described by David Burt, defendant's expert, who was only able to find three libraries that allegedly had experienced such problems, one in Los Angeles County, [footnote omitted] another in Orange County, Florida, [footnote omitted] and one in Austin, Texas. [footnote omitted] See Burt Rep. at 14. There is no evidence in the record establishing that any other libraries have encountered problems; rather, Burt's own statement indicates that such problems are practically nonexistent. See Burt Dep. at 253-55 (acknowledging that an email requesting information about sexual harassment complaints relating to Internet use that he sent to "several thousand" librarians did not yield a single serious response). Significantly, defendant has not pointed to a single incident in which a library employee or patron has complained that material being accessed on the Internet was harassing or created a hostile environment. As a matter of law, we find this evidence insufficient to sustain defendant's burden of showing that the Policy is reasonably necessary. No reasonable officer of fact could conclude that three isolated incidents nationally, one very minor isolated incident in Virginia, no evidence whatsoever of problems in Loudoun County, and not a single employee complaint from anywhere in the country establish that the Policy is necessary to prevent sexual harassment or access to obscenity or child pornography.[160]

Since the Loudoun decision, evidence linking unfiltered Library Internet access to visual depictions of pornography has geometrically expanded. The record has substantially changed in light of reports such as Dangerous Access 2000 Edition[161] and The Greenville County Library Board Report[162] neither of which were available to the Loudoun trial court. Reports of legal action being taken by Library staff are now surfacing[163] that protest acts of "sexual harassment" linked to the presence of unfiltered access to Internet pornography in the Library workplace. These complaints are not confined to just American libraries, but have become international. The universal frustration of Library workers was aptly expressed by one Dublin, Ireland librarian, who complained that both he and his staff were constantly exposed to "sick sex sites." I have seen kids as young as eight years-old looking at bestiality sites... Why should we have to look at pictures of a father raping his daughter when we are simply trying to do our jobs?[164]

3) Non-Obscene Sexually Explicit Pornography: Restricting Dissemination Zones. Under an approach common in land use cases, the state police power may be used to control the "time/place/manner" in which non-obscene sexually explicit pornography (as a generic category) may be disseminated. As a matter of law, distinctions based upon "sexual explicit content" have been treated as "content neutral regulations," as long as they are aimed at restricting "sexually explicit materials" as a "generic category," and are not designed to restrict the "viewpoint" of a particular speaker. These regulations must be narrowly tailored to advance the governmental interest involved, and reasonable, alternative avenues of communication should be left available. It is permissible to categorize and control "sexually explicit materials," and to treat them in a manner different from other materials, because of the governmental interests involved. These interests include the goals of protecting minors, and public health and safety concerns. It also includes curbing the "see continued on page 52
ordinary effects commonly associated with establishments that disseminate sexually oriented materials as a regular course of conduct. “Secondary effects” can include the following problems:

1. increased crime (both against the person and against property)
2. increased potential for the spreading of sexually transmitted diseases
3. increased potential for sexual harassment
4. increased environmental blighting effect
5. increased traffic, noise, and disruptive behaviors (such as “cruising” activities)
6. may result in public littering of pornographic materials
7. may attract an undesirable quantity and quality of transients
8. may encourage law abiding citizens to move elsewhere

In the land use planning context, “Porn-free” zones may be created, in order to protect places designated as “sensitive uses” from the harmful “secondary effects” associated with establishments that disseminate non-obscene sexually explicit pornography as a substantial, and regular course of conduct. “Sensitive uses” can include places where children regularly congregate (e.g., libraries, schools, churches, residential areas), as well as other areas of the city that could be adversely affected by harmful “secondary effects.”

There is an analogy to be drawn between these land use cases that regulate the so-called “adult” bookstore and the case in which a Public Library gains the reputation as a place that provides easy, continuous access to sexually explicit pornography. Moreover, providing unfiltered Library Internet access to children is the “equivalent of allowing children to browse in ‘adult’ bookstores.”

Internet access has been shown to act like a magnet, attracting in particular male adolescents as an identifiable group, who repetitively attempt to violate Library policies against accessing Internet cyberporn. A recent Tacoma, Washington, study analyzed use of Library computers by patrons who were attempting to find sexually explicit materials on the Internet. Using actual Library Internet logs, substantial cyberporn trafficking requests by both minor and adult Library patrons were discovered: during a one-year period a total of nearly 28,000 attempts to access sexually explicit materials were made. This study indicated that cyberporn-seeking activity was heaviest among males between the ages of 12 and 15, and that most of all such activity took place in the after-school hours in branch libraries that were heavily used by young people during those times.

In addition, the Tacoma study also found that all patrons who sought sexually explicit materials exhibited directed and intentional behavior, concluding that for some it was likely to be the primary reason for visiting the Library. There is a near-absence of correlations between pornography-seeking behavior in the library and other aspects of library use. This makes it clear that such behavior is directed and intentional. It is likely for some individuals to be the primary reason for visiting the Library.

This study demonstrates that Internet access can act as a magnet for both children and adults who may come to the Library only to view cyberporn, and that there are indications that the level of cyberporn trafficking regularly sought from an average Library Internet (as documented by actual Library logs) should be regarded as a continuous and substantial figure (i.e. nearly 28,000 requests).

Other reports describe situations that have already occurred, where providing unfettered Library Internet access can be associated with the creation of a number of diverse secondary effects. See, for example, Dangerous Access 2000 Edition, supra, and The Greenville County Library Board Report, supra. Internet filters should be used to combat these secondary effects and to protect the Public Library premises as a “sensitive use.”

§ 4. If libraries do not filter out pornographic sites, are they subject to pornographic distribution laws?

A recent Tennessee Attorney General’s Opinion answered this question in the affirmative, expressing the opinion that a Public Library would be subject to state pornographic distribution laws, provided that the following three elements are present:

1. The Library does not filter out pornographic sites (that meet the statutory definition of “material harmful to minors”); and
2. The Library knowingly permits a minor to have access to pornographic material (proscribed by law) on the Internet, having knowledge of the content and character of the specific material viewed by the minor; and
3. A minor accessed pornography or viewed the computer screen of an adult accessing pornography on Library Internet computers.

The Opinion, inter alia, examined the following two related questions:

(1) If a Public Library provides Internet access to patrons, would the library violate Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-17-911(a)(1) if a minor accessed pornography or viewed the computer screen of an adult accessing pornography?

(2) Would the statute be violated if the library used filtering software in an effort to avoid making such material available to minors even though the software will not block every pornographic site?
The Opinion reviewed what was necessary in order to establish criminal liability under state law stating:

[1] To establish criminal liability for a violation of Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-17-911(a)(1), the State must show that a defendant had actual knowledge of the content and character of the materials sold, lent, or exhibited. See State v. Pendergrass, 822 S.W.2d 536 (Tenn. Crim. App. 1991) (“knowing” means actual, not constructive, knowledge). See also Davis-Kidd Bookstores, Inc., 866 S.W.2d at 528-29 (because knowledge on the part of the defendant is necessary for conviction, display statute does not impose strict liability).

Merely providing Internet access to patrons will not lead to criminal liability on the part of a Public Library that is unaware that providing Internet access would be reasonably certain to exhibit or make available pornographic materials to unemancipated persons under eighteen. In other words, a library would not be criminally liable where a minor accessed pornography without the knowledge of the library. The knowledge requirement would likewise protect a library from criminal liability if a minor viewed the computer screen of an adult accessing pornography if the library was unaware of the minor’s conduct.173

The Opinion concluded:

A Public Library that provides Internet access to patrons would not violate Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-17-911(a)(1) if a minor accessed pornography or viewed the computer screen of an adult accessing pornography, unless the library knowingly permitted the minor access to the material and did so having knowledge of the content and character of the specific material viewed by the minor. A library’s use of filtering software to avoid having minors access materials obscene as to them might provide a defense against the culpable mental state in Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-17-911(a)(1).174

There is also a recent Georgia Attorney General’s Unoffcial Opinion which addresses the question of whether the state legislature may, within constitutional limitations, enact legislation which requires the Public Libraries of a state to distinguish between materials which are “harmful to minors” and other materials in order to prevent the exposure of such materials to children.175

The Opinion states:

You have requested my opinion on whether it is within the constitutional power of the General Assembly to require, as a matter of legislation and public policy, that the public libraries of this state distinguish between adult materials and those materials considered suitable for children so as to accommodate the legitimate concerns of Georgia parents. You have informed me that Georgia public libraries have adopted the American Library Association’s (ALA) “Library Bill of Rights”: “One of the tenets of the ALA Bill of Rights is that ‘a person’s right to use a library should not be denied or abridged because of origin, age, background or views.’ This tenet has been construed by some to mean that local or regional library boards may not make distinctions between material which is suitable for minors and that which is not. In this regard, you have asked whether the ALA’s ‘Library Bill of Rights’ has the force and effect of law in Georgia.”176

The Opinion continued:

As stated by the court in American Bookstores Ass’n v. Webb, 643 F. Supp. 1546, 1547 (N.D. Ga. 1986) quoted at 919 F.2d 1493, 1495 (11th Cir. 1990), your question “presents a conflict between one of society’s most cherished rights — freedom of expression — and one of government’s most profound obligations — the protection of minors.”177

Examining constraints imposed upon the legislature by the Constitution, the Opinion states:

From a constitutional law standpoint, materials can presently be divided into three different categories: (1) obscene materials, (2) harmful to minors materials, and (3) all other materials. If the legislature were to attempt to further define and segregate materials which might be offensive to some parents, but which are not obscene or “harmful to minors,” a number of serious constitutional problems arise. First, formulating a definition for such materials which meets constitutional requirements is extremely problematic. For example, in American Bookstores Ass’n v. McAuliffe, 533 F. Supp. 50 (N.D. Ga. 1981) the court invalidated on overbreadth grounds a Georgia statute banning the distribution of, among other things, representations of “nude or partially denuded figures posed or presented in a manner to provoke or arouse lust or passion or to explicit sex.” The court found the language attempted to regulate material protected under the First Amendment even as to minors and was therefore overbroad. Id. at 52-53. The definition of “harmful to minors” material does not suffer from this infirmity. American Bookstores v. Webb, supra.178

Continuing, the Opinion examined a Georgia state statutory exemption accorded to Libraries:

Assuming that “harmful to minors” criteria is the benchmark, as I believe we must, the General Assembly may

continued on page 55
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the distribution of pornography remains a question that cannot be immediately answered. The ultimate answer is dependent upon the law of the particular jurisdiction involved, and upon the facts and circumstances of a particular case.

The complete answer to this question involves more than mere statutory interpretation — it also depends upon the balancing of prosecutorial discretion, in light of important public policy considerations. A prosecutor, in deciding to file such a public action against a library, would have to carefully weigh its advisability, given a variety of factors, such as: (1) the limited resources of most federal and state prosecutors’ offices, (2) the widespread nature of the cyberporn problem and the importance of directing prosecutorial efforts at the most culpable targets; and (3) the enormous historical respect and regard that the general public has had for the Public Library as a reputable institution and a source of information and knowledge.  

§ 5. Do parents have a right to expect libraries to exercise modest restraint in lycoperentis restrictions with respect to the Internet?

The phrase in loco parentis means “in the place of a parent.” Sir William Blackstone is credited with first using this phrase in his commentaries on English law (circa 1770) to describe the relationship between the schoolmaster and his pupil. Under Common Law, the doctrine initially was a type of “immunity” doctrine, that permitted a school, or the school master, to “stand in the place of the parent.” In fashioning regulations governing the conduct of students, the authority of the school was viewed as “co-extensive” with that of the parents. Students had no grounds to contest school decisions, as long as they were reasonable. Under this historical approach, courts deferred greatly to the discretionary decisions of schools, when made in loco parentis. While earlier cases used the in loco parentis doctrine to provide the schoolmaster with an immunity from liability, later decisions expanded the doctrine to serve as a basis for imposing a duty upon schools to supervise students. Under this approach, schools could be subjected to liability in tort for the breach of this duty.

The legal meaning of the phrase “in loco parentis” is as follows: Those acting in loco parentis function as surrogates for the parents, deriving authority from the parents, as opposed to the State. The authority exercised is that of the parent, not the State, and is therefore not subject to any of the limitations imposed upon government action under the Bill of Rights (e.g., First Amendment, Fourteenth Amendment, etc.). Older case law uniformly held that when teachers and school administrators acted in loco parentis in their dealings with students, the authority exercised was that of the parent, and not the State. As stated before, this accords to teachers and school administrators important immunity rights, co-extensive with those of the parent. With respect to schools, the modern Court recog...
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izes that today’s public school officials do not merely exercise authority voluntarily conferred on them by individual parents; rather, they act in furtherance of publicly mandated educational and disciplinary policies. To the extent that they act on behalf of the State, school officials are subject to the restrictions embodied in the Bill of Rights.

Courts have held that those acting in loco parentis have an interest in protecting children—especially in a captive audience—from exposure to sexually explicit, indecent, or lewd speech. In Bethel School Dist. No. 403 v. Fraser the United States Supreme Court explained: This Court’s First Amendment jurisprudence has acknowledged limitations on the otherwise absolute interest of the speaker in reaching an unlimited audience where the speech is sexually explicit and the audience may include children. In New York, 501 U.S. 629 (1998), this Court upheld a New York statute banning the sale of sexually oriented material to minors, even though the material in question was entitled to First Amendment protection with respect to adults. And in addressing the question whether the First Amendment places any limit on the authority of public schools to remove books from a public school library, all Members of the Court, other than Chief Justice Rehnquist, have acknowledged that the school board has the authority to remove books that are vulgar. Board of Education v. Pico, 457 U.S. 853, 871-872 (1982) (plurality opinion); id., at 879-881 (Blackmun, J., concurring in part and in judgment); id., at 918-920 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting). These cases recognize the obvious concern on the part of parents, and school authorities acting in loco parentis, to protect children—especially in a captive audience—from exposure to sexually explicit, indecent, or lewd speech. (Emphasis added.)

The reason the doctrine of in loco parentis has not been applied to Public Libraries is that the doctrine arose by operation of law and was developed in a very specific historical context (i.e., schoolmasters). However, there is no legal reason why parents, using parental judgment, could not delegate to the Public Library the power held by them to restrict their child’s access to the Internet. As pointed out by the Plaintiffs in Reno v. ACLU, parents have the right to restrict their own child’s access to the Internet through the exercise of “parental judgment,” and this does not create a First Amendment issue.

There is no legal reason why parents could not request that the Library, in providing filtered Internet access to minors, act in their place as surrogates for the parent, and deriving authority from the parent. This could be accomplished by a properly drafted “Parental Consent Form.” This would have great benefit for certain parents or guardians who are unable to accompany their child to the Public Library every time their child wants to access the Internet. If parents, as a matter of parental judgment, have the legal power to restrain their child’s access to the Internet using a filter of the parent’s choice, they should be able to delegate that power. It should make no legal difference whether parents exercise that power (in person) by providing filtered access “at home” or (by delegation) “by choosing library access” under the Library’s Use Policy (implementing the Library’s chosen software program) specifically approved by the parent. The source of the power exercised in restricting a child’s access through specific filtering software remains the same in both instances: namely, it is the parent, or their voluntarily chosen surrogate, who is “acting.”

§ 6. What role should parents play in the restriction of their children’s reading materials?
Parents should play a major role in the consideration of how or whether to restrict their children’s reading materials. It is probably unrealistic to expect that a parent can be present every time their child goes online. Justice Scalia raised this problem during the oral arguments in Reno v. ACLU: Mr. Ennis, I had to be present whenever my 16-year-old is on the Internet, I would know less about this case than I know today. [Laughter.] That is simply not a realistic possibility. To tell every parent, “if you are worried about it, just don’t let your teenager use the Internet, unless you are there.” It’s not reasonable.

Parents are faced with the dilemma of how to adequately protect their child from potential danger, while at the same time helping their child to develop into an independent and mature individual, who will be able to understand and use the new technologies (such as the Internet) for his or her benefit. Parents must help educate their child, but first parents must educate themselves. They should study the issues surrounding Internet access. As a starting point, parents should visit the public service Website http://www.getnetwise.com, which provides information on filtering products, as well as a glossary of basic Internet terms. Parents might also visit the Website of Internet education organizations, such as http://www.enough.org, which contains educational materials, including a paper entitled “Just Harmless ‘Fun’? Understanding the Impact of Pornography.” For information on child danger, parents can visit http://www.missingkids.com. Parents wanting to understand some of the legal issues can visit http://www. NationalLawCenter.org, or http://www.moralinternetmedia.org, or http://www.frc.org.

Nothing can ever replace the active participation of a parent in the life of their child. As one software executive testified before the
COPA Commission:

Whichever option a parent chooses, the importance of parental or caregiver responsibility must not be underestimated. Using a filter doesn’t mean that parents shouldn’t continue parenting, it simply makes their lives a little easier and offers some peace-of-mind, by serving as an electronic extension of their own values system. It is crucial that parents ALWAYS pay attention to what their kids are doing online.

It is my hope that people involved in protecting children and the integrity of the Internet will seek to find a middle ground where both goals can be met through accurate product and issue analysis, sharing of constructive ideas and a willingness to look beyond individual agendas to achieve a workable solution. The alternative is more confusion for consumers and the danger that both child safety and our constitutional rights will fall through the cracks.

Like most things, client-side filters are not perfect, but they will reach their potential if they are built with constructive input from people who care. Ideally, their potential will be reached when people understand that filtering tools should never replace parenting in the digital age, but rather assist it. With the proper combination of technology, education and policies, we will succeed in protecting children online and preserving the integrity and openness of the Internet.

In considering whether their child should have access to the Public Library Internet, parents should clearly understand whether and how their child’s access will be filtered. They should take an active interest in making sure the Public Library provides their child with Internet access, using an adequate filtering system.

§ 7. What impact does filtering have on the library’s ability to serve the public?

If properly implemented, filtering greatly assists the Library in its ability to serve the public. Libraries have the power and the duty to exclude anything that interferes with the Library’s ability to successfully perform its main functions. Internet filtering technology can be used as a wise management tool to control data transmission and organize the flow of materials being accessed via Public Library property, consistent with Public Library selection or removal policies. This protects the limited resources of the Public Library, and ensures that the interests expressed in the Public Library’s Mission Statement will be preserved and advanced.

In defense of filter use, some writers contend that, consistent with the First Amendment, librarians may use filters to manage patrons’ use of the library’s limited resources to maximize computer terminal availability for accessing the categories of content chosen by librarians to be in their collections. These authorities argue that libraries are free to block access to Websites providing material outside the scope of the library collection, including “protected speech,” (for example, gambling, shipping services and non-obscene photos advertised as “XXX”). These authorities also argue that libraries may use removable filters to empower parents to diminish their children’s access to so-called “adult material” (i.e., sexually oriented material that would be inappropriate for or harmful to children). In taking this position, these authorities adopt the position that libraries using filters:

- Should retain the “final say” over selection decisions;
- Should understand the criteria that the filter uses to exclude content; and
- Should allocate resources to correct any unintended blocking that may occur.

In order to adequately protect both library property and their patrons and employees, every Public Library that offers Internet access must become aware of the rapidly evolving “online” environment, and educate their patrons and employees concerning the advantages and disadvantages of Internet use. While the use of “non-technological” solutions (such as training programs and printed educational materials) as an adjunct to the use of Internet
filters is often helpful in educating Library patrons and staff, as well as other members of the community, and should be encouraged, “non-technological solutions” alone are completely ineffective in protecting against the occurrence of the types of negative behavior discussed in this paper.192

In light of the predatory nature of preferential child sex offenders, it is not safe to provide minors or adults with unfiltered and unsupervised Internet access, particularly with respect to chat room services. Without filters, minors are “sitting targets.” No amount of “Internet training” can protect children, who lack maturity and judgment by reason of their youth, from these hidden dangers. As various child exploitation cases related to unfiltered Library Internet access demonstrate,193 online predators of children are unlikely to be deterred without the use of filtering software. Child exploitation crimes are always performed clandestinely by adults. Where access to the Internet is free and unmonitored, predators are virtually undetectable.

Without filters, aggressive or fraudulent “bait and switch” cyberporn marketing practices can make it impossible to avoid confrontation with sexually explicit hard-core images. No amount of “Internet training” can protect Library patrons and Library property from falling prey to surreptitious plots, as the following examples illustrate:

(1) Stealth Sites: Some porn Websites (called “stealth sites”) intentionally mimic the names of well-known companies or entities, in an attempt to lure the unwary (or bad typist). For example, one pornography site called itself “teen magazine,” and deflected traffic away from a legitimate online magazine for teens called “www.teenmag.com.” Another example is “whitehouse.com” (a porn site) and “whitehouse.gov” (the official Website for the White House in Washington, D.C.).

(2) Hijacking of Computer Modems: In another case, an adult Website hijacked consumers’ computer modems by surreptitiously disconnecting them from their local ISP, and then reconfiguring them to high-priced international telephone calls, purportedly going to Moldova (a country near the Black Sea bordering Romania) but actually terminating in Canada.184

(3) Credit Card Scams: In another scam, consumers visited “free” adult Websites that required visitors to enter credit-card information in order to see a “free sample.” Thereafter, consumers were billed between $20 and $90 in recurring membership fees.185

(4) Page-Jacking: The Federal Trade Commission has brought a number of legal actions against unscrupulous porn Website operations. One FTC case involved the use of meta-tags (these summarize a Website’s content in order to help search engines locate a specific site). The perpetrator copied the legitimate Web pages of others, and added a redirect script which included the URL of a Web site selected by the perpetrator. Porn operations used meta-tags to “page-jack,” or draw traffic to porn sites having no relevance to the desired original site.186

(5) Mouse-traps: In another scam, visitors were trapped in an endless pornographic maze, through the use of a software program (called a “mousetrap”). With mouse-trapping, scripts are added to the pages containing porn ads which cause more porn ads pages to be displayed when the user clicks the browser’s back or close buttons, which make it impossible to leave the pornographic sites except by turning off the computer.187

Because of the nature of the problem, there is no “non-technological” solution that is as effective as the use of Internet filtering technology in deterring or preventing wrongful use of public Library property. Unfiltered Library Internet access has the potential for encouraging the growth of a network at the Library for the regular and continuous dissemination of sexually explicit and illegal pornography. It can attract a type of adult Library patron who can easily become entrenched in illegal online activity.188

Filters are not perfect, but achieve the maximum possible in protecting Public Library patrons and employees from the foreseeable harm caused by the creation of both the primary and secondary effects associated with the unfiltered Internet access. In the Public Library context, the use of Internet filtering software:

(1) affords some protection to both adults and children from direct confrontation with illegal materials or embroilment in serious cybercrime-related activity;
(2) can reduce the likelihood of the creation of a hostile work environment, and deter patrons or staff from engaging in or being victims of sexually harassing behavior;
(3) may assist in the better management of library resources, by controlling Internet access terminals, so that misuse of library property will not significantly inhibit access to interactive computing services by researchers or other patrons who wish to make lawful use of such services; and
(4) can ensure that content falling under the library selection policy will be more easily accessible to patrons.

In order to achieve its goals, a Library must construct a number of rules that its patrons and employees have to follow.200 In the new Millennium, the Public Library and its rules must keep pace with the times. Many Public Libraries have incorporated use of new technologies as a service to the general public, and offer some form of Internet access to their patrons. A significant number of those offering Internet access employ some type of Internet filtering or blocking device.201

The Public Library, as a provider of developing technologies, must itself responsibly continued on page 59
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Failure of a Library to create or enforce effective rules against Internet related negative behavior in the library reading room hampers the ability of the library to achieve the Mission of the Library. This is a "public safety" issue, which goes to the very heart of the Library's Mission. If the Library becomes a "sexually charged" environment because of open, unfiltered Internet access, the Library will no longer be universally regarded as a "safe place" for children.

The development of the Internet has been made possible because of a series of fairly recent technological advances. Filters are part of the continually evolving technology that shapes the Internet. There are two points that must be emphasized: (1) New technology in itself is neither good nor bad—it just provides new capabilities and possibilities. It is the use that people make of technology that is either beneficial or destructive; and (2) While appearances may change, the fundamental role of the Library does not change.

This paper has discussed situations where offering unfiltered Internet access resulted in abusive and potentially dangerous situations. The risk of foreseeable harm can be reduced (although not eliminated) only through the use of Internet filters. Internet filters represent a wise choice, in which technology is used to control technology, preserving the Public Library as an indispensable resource tool for the advancement of education and the dissemination of knowledge within a community. Every year substantial taxpayer dollars are used to subsidize the Library, because of the public's perception that it performs a special service that is important to the welfare of the community. Those taxpayer dollars are spent with the expectation that the Library will exercise common sense in meeting its obligation to the community—especially in the Cyberage.

Please Note: Forums 3 and 4 in this series of forums, will appear in the next two issues Against the Grain. The entire proceedings will also be available online at www.charlestonco.com. — MYH